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A computation of the dynamical structure factor of topologically disordered systems, where the
disorder can be described in terms of Euclidean random matrices, is presented. Among others,
structural glasses and supercooled liquids belong to that class of systems. The computation describes
their relevant spectral features in the region of the high frequency sound. The analytical results are
tested with numerical simulations and are found to be in very good agreement with them. Our results
may explain the findings of inelastic x-ray scattering experiments in various glassy systems.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1349709#

I. INTRODUCTION

Inelastic x-ray scattering~IXS! experiments1–9 and in-
elastic neutron scattering10,11on structural glasses and super-
cooled liquids provided useful information on the dynamics
of their amorphous structure, at frequencies larger than 0.1
THz. Those experiments show a regime, when the wave-
length of the plane wave is comparable with the interparticle
distance, where the vibrational spectrum can be understood
in terms of propagation of quasielastic sound waves, the so-
called high-frequency sound. This high-frequency sound has
also been observed in molecular dynamical simulations of
strong12–17 and fragile18,19 liquids, and it displays several
rather universal features2–9,12–19~see, however, Ref. 11 for a
dissenting view regarding the silica properties!. In particular,
a peak is observed in the dynamical structure factor at a
frequency which depends linearly on the exchanged momen-
tum p, in the region 0.1p0– 1.0p0 , p0 being the position of
the first maximum in the static structure factor. When ex-
trapolated to zero momentum, this linear dispersion relation
yields the macroscopic speed of sound. The width of the
spectral line,G is well fitted by

G~p!5Apx, x'2, ~1!

with A displaying a very mild~if any! temperature depen-
dence. Although the same scaling of the spectral line is
found in hydrodynamics,20 in this computation the propor-
tionality constant is basically the viscosity, which shows a
very strong temperature dependence which is not observed.
Moreover, the same scaling ofG has been found in harmonic
Lennard-Jones glasses,21 and one can safely conclude that
the p2 broadening of the high-frequency sound has a physi-
cal origin different from hydrodynamics. Other interesting
problems related with the high-frequency vibrational excita-

tions of these topologically disordered systems22 regard the
origin of the Boson peakor the importance of localization
properties to understand the dynamics of supercooled
liquids.23

The variety of materials in which thep2 broadening ap-
pears suggests a straightforward physical motivation. How-
ever, the simplest conceivable approximation, a wave propa-
gating on an elastic medium in the presence of random
scatterers, yields Rayleigh dispersion:G}p4. This result is
very robust: as soon as one assumes the presence of an un-
derlying medium on which the sound waves would propa-
gate undisturbed, as in the disordered-solid model,24,25thep4

scaling appears even if one studies the interaction with the
scatterers nonperturbatively.26 In this paper we want to show
that when the distinction between the propagating medium
and the scatterers is meaningless~as it happens for topologi-
cally disordered systems!, the p2 scaling is recovered. Re-
cently, it has been shown27 that the numerical solution of the
mode coupling equations, modified for the study of the
glassy phase, describes in a qualitatively correct way the
range of frequencies explored by IXS, including the high-
frequency sound and the boson peak. In that theoretical ap-
proach though, one cannot find a clear scaling law,G being
proportional top2 only at very low momentum and follow-
ing a more complicated law for higher values.

We want to investigate the problem from the point of
view of statistical mechanics of random matrices,28 by as-
suming that vibrations are the only motions allowed in the
system. The formalism we shall introduce, however, is not
limited to the investigation of the high-frequency sound and
it could be straightforwardly applied in different physical
contexts.

Let us look more carefully at the relation between the
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high-frequency behavior and vibrational dynamics in glasses
and at the relation between vibrations and random matrices.
The dynamical structure factor for a system ofN identical
particles is defined as20

S~p,v!5
1

N (
i , j

E dt eivt^eip•(r j (t)2r i (0))&, ~2!

where ^ • • • & denotes the average over the particles posi-
tions r j with the canonical ensemble.

A well-known approach to the calculation of theS(p,v)
in the high-frequency~THz! region, consists in taking into
account only the vibrational modes of the system. The basic
assumption of this calculational strategy is that there is a
clear separation among the time scales of the ‘‘fast’’ degrees
of freedom, which are supposedly modeled as vibrations, and
the ‘‘slow’’ ones, which give rise to the diffusion of the
particles. One expects this assumption to be reasonably ac-
curate in the glass and in the supercooled liquid phase.

When focusing only on the short time region, the slow
motions can be thought as ‘‘frozen,’’ hence one studies the
displacementsu around ‘‘quenched’’ positionsx, by writing
the position of theith particle asr i(t)5xi1ui(t), and lin-
earizing the equations of motion. Then one is naturally lead
to consider the spectrum of the Hessian matrix of the poten-
tial, evaluated on the positionsx of the particles. Callingvn

2

the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix anden( i ) the corre-
sponding eigenvectors, the one excitation approximation to
the S(p,v) at nonzero frequency is given in the classical
limit by

S(1)~p,v!5
k BT

mv2 (
n51

N

Qn~p!d~v2vn!, ~3!

Qn~p!5U(
i

p•en~ i !eip•xiU2

. ~4!

However, in the supercooled liquid phase, one cannot
always assume that in a typical configuration at equilibrium
all the normal modes have positive eigenvalues, negative ei-
genvalues representing the situation where some particles are
moving away from the positionx. This observation has mo-
tivated the so-called instantaneous normal modes~INM !
approach29–32 in the study of supercooled liquids. In that
approach the normal modes in a typical configuration are
supposed to describe the short time dynamics of the particles
in the liquid phase, while it has been suggested23 that diffu-
sion properties could be studied by considering the localiza-
tion properties of the normal modes of negative eigenvalues.

On the other hand, it has been argued that in a very
broad class of glassy systems below a critical temperature,33

called dynamical temperatureTD ~for spin glasses! or mode
coupling temperatureTMCT ~for structural glasses!, the par-
ticles spend the most of their time around the minima of the
potential energy surface. Recent numerical simulations seem
to confirm that picture.34,35

As a consequence, in the glassy phase the high-
frequency window (>0.1 Thz! of the dynamical structure
factor is supposed to be well described by the propagation of
quasiharmonic excitations around aquenchedstructure.27 By

assuming that this structure corresponds to one of the many
minima of the potential energy, one can introduce a har-
monic approximation where only the vibrations around these
minima are considered, and all the dynamical information is
encoded in the spectral properties of the Hessian matrix
evaluated on the rest positions, where it has no negative ei-
genvalues. It has been shown using molecular dynamics
simulation that below the experimental glass transition tem-
perature the thermodynamical properties of typical strong
glasses36 are in a good agreement with such an assumption.
Let us note that, within this assumption, the dynamical struc-
ture factor ~4! depend on the minimum around which the
particles oscillate, hence the knowledge of an infinite number
of disordered positionsx seems to be needed. Here we shall
make the reasonable assumption that the dynamical structure
factor is self-averaging, a type of assumption which gener-
ally turns out to be correct for macroscopic observables in
disordered systems.

Hence we have turned our problem into the study of
spectral properties of a kind of random matrix, once the
probability distribution of the elements of the matrix is
given. More precisely, the problem of the high-frequency
dynamics of the system can be reduced, in its simplest ver-
sion, to the consideration of a very particular type of random
matrices, the Euclidean matrices,37 in which the entries are
deterministic functions~the derivatives of the potential! of
the random positions of the particles. If the system has a
conservation law such as momentum conservation in our
case, due to translational invariance, all the realizations of
the random matrix have a common normal mode with zero
eigenvalue: the uniform translation of the system. An Euclid-
ean matrix is determined by the particular deterministic func-
tion that we are considering, and by the probabilistic distri-
bution function of the particles. However, for the sake of
simplicity we shall concentrate here on the simplest kind of
Euclidean matrices.37 We considerN particles placed at po-
sitions xi ,i 51,2,. . . ,N inside a box of volumeV, where
periodic boundary conditions are applied. Then, the scalar
Euclidean matrices are

Mi j [d i j (
k51

N

f ~xi2xk!2 f ~xi2xj !, i , j 51,2, . . . ,N.

~5!

In the above expression,f (x) is an arbitrary but deterministic
scalar function depending on the distance between pairs of
particles, and the positions$x% of the particles are drawn by a
probabilistic lawP@x#. Notice that the matrix~5! preserves
translation invariance, since the uniform vectore0( i )
5const is an eigenvector ofM with zero eigenvalue. Let us
note furthermore that there are no internal indices, since for
the sake of simplicity the particle displacements are re-
stricted to be all collinear. Of course, in the study of the
vibrations of glasses, one should take into account the vec-
torial nature of those vibrations and split the Hessian matrix
in its transversal and longitudinal~with respect to the direc-
tions of the external momentumpW ) parts. A careful analysis
of that feature will be presented elsewhere.38

Simple as these matrices are, many physical problems
ranging from vibrational spectra in amorphous systems and
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electron hopping in amorphous semiconductors,22 to INM in
liquids29–32 and combinatorial optimization,39 can be de-
scribed with them using an appropriate choice ofP. In this
paper we will study the simplest case, in whichP is a uni-
form distribution function.

The dynamical structure factor for a scalar Euclidean
matrix is given by

SE~p,E!5(
n

Qn~p!d~E2En!, ~6!

Qn~p!5
1

NU(
i 51

N

en~ i !eip•xiU2

, ~7!

S~p,v!52vSE~p,v2!, ~8!

where the overbar stands for the average over the particles
position and we have given the definition either in the eigen-
value space @SE(p,E)# and in the frequency space
@S(p,v)#.

Finally, let us mention that not all the topologically dis-
ordered systems are represented by an Euclidean random ma-
trix. For instance, diffusion on random graphs40,41 and on
small-world network42 where the connecting sites are chosen
with a probabilistic law, are described by the Laplacian op-
eratorWi j . The matrix elementWi j , iÞ j is 1 if i and j are
connected and 0 otherwise, while the diagonal part is tai-
lored to have( iWi j 50, as required by the conservation of
the number of diffused particles.

The layout of the rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Sec. II we shall apply an expansion in the inverse of
the particle density formulation to the problem of calculating
the SE(p,E). The same calculation can be performed using
the field theory of Ref. 37, adapted to this problem,43 with
identical results.43 The analytical computations will be con-
fronted with a numerical simulation in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we
shall briefly consider the problem of including particle cor-
relations on our calculation, which shall produce some quali-
tatively new results, regarding the exponential tail of the
density of states. In Sec. V we shall present our conclusions.

II. THE 1Õr EXPANSION

The basic object that we will calculate is the resolvent

G~p,z!5
1

N(
i j

eip(xi2xj )F 1

z2M G
i j

, ~9!

from which the dynamical structure factor is recovered using
the distribution identity 1/(x1 i01)5P(1/x)2 ipd(x):

SE~p,E!52
1

p
lim

h→01

Im G~p,E1 ih!. ~10!

The resolvent will also give us access to the density of states
of the system:

gE~E!52
1

Np
lim

h→01

Im(
i 51

N F 1

E1 ih2M G
i i

, ~11!

52
1

p
lim

h→01

Im lim
p→`

G~p,E1 ih!. ~12!

We shall set up a perturbative expansion in the inverse
density of particles, 1/r. The zeroth order of this expansion
~to be calculated in Sec. II A! corresponds to the limit of
infinite density, in which the system is equivalent to an elas-
tic medium. In this limit the resolvent turns out to be ex-
tremely simple:

G~p,z!5
1

z2e~p!
, ~13!

e~p!5r@ f̃ ~0!2 f̃ ~p!#. ~14!

In the above expressionf̃ (p) is the Fourier transform of the
function f defined in Eq.~5!, that due to its spherical sym-
metry, behaves likee(p)5O(p2) for small p. We see that
the dynamical structure function has two delta functions at
frequencies linear inp: v56Ae(p). It is then clear that Eq.
~13! represents the undamped propagation of sound in our
elastic medium, with a dispersion relation controlled by the
function e(p). The order 1/r corrections to Eq.~13! will be
calculated in Sec. II B. They take the form of a complex
self-energy,S(p,z), yielding

G~p,z!5
1

z2e~p!2S~p,z!
, ~15!

SE~p,E!52
1

p

Im S~p,E!

~E2e~p!2ReS~p,E!!21~ Im S~p,E!!2
.

~16!

The dynamical structure factor, is no longer a delta function,
but close to its maxima it has a Lorentzian shape. From Eq.
~16! we see that the real part of the self-energy renormalizes
the dispersion relation, and thus it should behave proportion-
ally to p2 at small momentum. The width of the spectral line
is instead controlled by the imaginary part of the self-energy,
and at this order in 1/r, it scales likep4 for small momen-
tum: at this level of accuracy we recover Rayleigh scattering.
The analytic calculation to this order can be confronted with
numerical simulations~see Sec. III!, and it turns out to be
rather accurate for momenta of the order of the inverse in-
terparticle distance. The density of states for small values of
v is also well reproduced. The maybe most interesting result
of this paper is obtained in Sec. II C, where the calculation of
the self-energy is pushed up to order 1/r2. The order 1/r2

contribution to the spectral linewidth is proportional top2 for
small momentum, which is a qualitatively new feature. Even
if the density of the system is high, for small-enough mo-
menta the two-loops contribution to the imaginary part of the
self-energy is dominating. We believe this to be the under-
lying physical reason for the widespread experimental find-
ing of p2 scaling of the width of the dynamical structure
factor. On the other hand, for larger momenta the order 1/r
contribution is dominating, but it grows withp significantly
more slowly thanp4. This may be of some importance in the
experimentally relevant momentum range.
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A. The leading order

Our strategy for computing the resolvent~9! is straight-
forward: we consider it as the sum of a geometric series. One
expands in series of 1/z the Fourier transform of the resol-
vent, see Eq.~9!, in the following way:

G~p,z!5
1

z (
R

S 21

z D R

MR~p! ~17!

with

MR~p!5
1

N (
k0 ,k1 , . . . ,kR

eipxk0

3S dk0 ,k1(z1

f ~xk0
2xz1

!2 f ~xk0
2xk1

! D ¯
3 . . . S dkR21 ,kR(zR

f ~xkR21
2xzN

!

2 f ~xkR21
2xkR

! De2 ipxkR. ~18!

Since we are interested in the singularities~branch cuts or
poles! on the complexz plane of the resolventG(p,z), see
Eqs.~13! and~15!, it will be crucial to sum the series in Eq.
~18! at all orders in 1/z. From now on we shall assume that

the functionf has a Fourier transform~denoted byf̃ in the
following! which is a rather severe limitation. In Sec. IV we
will see that, provided that particle correlations are taken into
account on the calculation, this limitation should not bother
us. One can readily check from Eq.~18! that the contribution
of the terms where the two particle labels in the argument of
any f function are the same, vanish. This can be taken care of
automatically by settingf (0)50. Since we have changed the
value of the function at a single point, this will have no
consequences while averaging over the positions of different
particles.

The very first step is to split the parentheses in Eq.~18!,
into 2R sums~we keep the Kronecker deltas as a reminder of
which ki index should be equal to which!:

MR~p!5 (
k0 ,z0 , . . . ,zR21

eip(xk0
2xkR

)

N
@dk0 ,k1

f ~xk0
2xz0

!#@dk1 ,k2
f ~xk1

2xz1
!#¯

3 . . . @dkR21 ,kR
f ~xkR21

2xzR21
!#1 (

k0 ,k1 ,z1 , . . . ,zR21

eip(xk0
2xkR

)

N
@2 f ~xk0

2xk1
!#@dk1 ,k2

f ~xk1
2xz1

!#¯

3 . . . @dkR21 ,kR
f ~xkR21

2xzR21
!#1 . . .

1 (
k0 ,k1 , . . . ,kR

eip(xk0
2xkR

)

N
@2 f ~xk0

2xk1
!#@2 f ~xk1

2xk2
!#•••@2 f ~xkR21

2xzR21
!#. ~19!

The disorder average in Eq.~19! is simply obtained by per-
forming the integrals:

MR~p!5E )
j

dDxj

V
MR~p!. ~20!

Let us estimate the order of magnitude of the generic term in
Eq. ~19!, after the disorder average is performed. If there are
no index repetitions, we will have an overallV2R factor
from the disorder average, because although there areR11
independent particles the translational invariance allows one
to eliminate one integral. We haveN!/(N2R21)!;NR11

ways of choosing the particles labeling, and an extraN21

factor from the definition of the resolvent~9!. Therefore,
each of the above 2R sums will be proportional torR (r
5N/V is the particle density!. When two particle labels co-
incide, we will have a missingN factor from the sums, and
another missingV21 factor from the position average, and
the sum will be of orderrR21. It is thus clear that theMR(p)
will be a polynomial of orderR in r, with no term of order
r0. In fact, the lowest order inr arise when there are only
two different particle labels on the sums of Eq.~19!, which is
easily seen to be linear inr:

MR~p!5rRI R
(R)~p!1rR21 I R21

(R) ~p!1•••1rI 1
(R)~p!.

~21!

SinceMR(p50)50, for everyparticle configuration, all the
coefficientI k

(R)(p) in Eq. ~21! vanish at zero external mo-
mentum,p50.

Our zeroth-order approximation will consist in keeping
only the leading term

MR~p!'rRI R
(R)~p!, ~22!

the first 1/r correction will consist in setting

MR~p!'rRI R
(R)~p!1rR21 I R21

(R) ~p!, ~23!

and so on.
Let us now calculateI R

(R)(p). As for any multidimen-
sional integral, choosing with care the order in which the
integrations are performed can tremendously simplify the
task. In the case of Eq.~19! the matrix product yields a fairly
natural ordering: from left to right, and when we encounter a
diagonal term (dki ,ki 11

) we shall first average the position of
the zi particle. One easily shows that~recall that the
Kronecker delta is simply areminder, since ki is actually
equal toki 11)
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E dxzi
eipxkidki ,ki 11

f ~xki
2xzi

!5eipxki 11 f̃ ~0!,

~24!

E dxki
eipxki@2 f ~xki

2xki 11
!#5eipxki 11@2 f̃ ~p!#.

Therefore every integral simply shifts the external moment,
p, one step forward, and leaves behind af̃ (0) or a 2 f̃ (p).
When one arrives to theR11 particle, there is no integral
left to be done, and both exponentials cancel. Then we find
that

rRI R
(R)~p!5@r f̃ ~0!2r f̃ ~p!#R, ~25!

and therefore we obtain the result already anticipated in Eq.
~13!,

G0~p,z!5
1

z2e~p!
. ~26!

We see that at leading order, a plane wave with momentump
is actually an eigenstate of the matrixM with eigenvalueE,
and the disorder does not play any relevant role. In other
words, inside a wavelength 2p/p there is always an infinite
number of particles, smoothing out the density fluctuations
of the particles: the system reacts as an elastic medium.

Let us finally obtain the density of states at this level of
accuracy, using Eq.~12! andG0:

gE~E!5d~E2r f̃ ~0!!. ~27!

We obtain a single delta function atr f̃ (0), which is some-
how contradictory with our result for the dynamical structure
factor: from the density of states one would say that the
dispersion relation is Einstein type, without any momentum
dependence! The way out of this contradiction is of course
that in the limit of infiniter both e(p) and r f̃ (0) diverge.
The delta function in Eq.~27! is the leading term inr, while
the states which contribute to the dynamical structure factor
appear only in the subleading terms in the density of states.

B. One loop

For the calculation of theI R21
(R) (p) term, we need to

consider only one particle label repetition. In other words, if
we call NR the average number of particles within the inter-
action range of the potential, we are calculating the 1/NR

correction of the formulaMR5M̄R, which neglects the sta-
tistical fluctuation of the matrixM due to disorder.

The easiest way to proceed is as follows: one first iden-
tifies the places where the particle label repetition arises in
the sequence of particle labels

~•••1•••1••• !,

and then one shifts the moment using Eqs.~24! until the
place of the first repeated particle label. Then, one applies the
backward version of the moment shift idea, fromkR until the
second particle label repetition, and one finally integrates
over the position of the repeated particle. In this way one
gets

rR21 I R21
(R) ~p!

zR11

5 (
a1b1c5R22

@r~ f̃ ~0!2 f̃ ~p!!#a

za11

@r~ f̃ ~0!2 f̃ ~p!!#c

zc11

3E dq

r~2p!D
@r~ f̃ ~p2q!2 f̃ ~q!!#2

3
@r~ f̃ ~0!2 f̃ ~q!!#b

zb11
, ~28!

which is easily seen to yield

(
R50

` rR21I R21
(R) ~p!

zR11
5@G0~z,p!#2

1

r E dq

~2p!D
G0~q!

3@r~ f̃ ~p2q!2 f̃ ~q!!#2. ~29!

We want to obtain the self-energy term in~15!, which
will receive contributions of all powers in 1/r:

S~p,z!5S1~p,z!1S2~p,z!1••• . ~30!

The relation between the above expression and the resolvent
is given by the Dyson resummation:

G~p,z!2G0~p,z!5G0~p,z!@S1~p,z!

1G0~p,z!S1
2~p,z!1S2~p,z!

1•••#G0~p,z!. ~31!

Comparing Eqs.~31! and ~29!, we conclude that

S1~p,z![
1

rE ddq

~2p!d
G0~q,z!@r f̃ ~p2q!2r f̃ ~q!#2.

~32!

The 1/r2 contributions to the self-energy will provide the
G0

3(p,z)S1
2(p,z) term of Eq.~31!, and also the more physi-

cally interestingS2(p,z) term.
Let us study in details the low exchanged momentum

limit of Eq. ~32!. It is clear that atp50 the self-energy
vanishes, as required by the translational invariance. We
need to expandf̃ (p2q) for smallp, which due to the spheri-
cal symmetry off̃ yields

f̃ ~p2q!5 f̃ ~q!2~p•q!
f̃ 8~q!

q
1O~p2! ~33!

5 f̃ ~q!1~p•q!
e8~q!

qr
1O~p2!, ~34!

where we have used Eq.~14! for the derivative off̃ . Substi-
tuting ~34! in ~32!, and performing explicitly the trivial an-
gular integrations in dimensionsd we obtain
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S1~p,z!'p2
212d

r dpd/2 G~d/2!
E

0

`

dq qd21
@e8~q!#2

z2e~q!
~35!

5p2
212d

r dpd/2 G~d/2!
E

0

e(q5`)

de
@q~e!#d21

q8~e!~z2e!
.

~36!

In the last equation, we have denoted withq(e) the inverse
of the functione(q). Setting nowz5E1 i01, and observing
that e(p)'Ap2 for small p, we readily obtain

ReS1~p,E1 i01!'p2
212d

r dpd/2 G~d/2!
P

3E
0

e(q5`)

de
@q~e!#d21

q8~e!~E2e!
, ~37!

Im S1~p,E1 i01!'2
p222dA

r dpd/2 G~d/2!
p2@q~E!#d. ~38!

Since the principal part is a number of order one, the real
part of the self-energy scales likep2 ~possibly with logarith-
mic corrections!, and thus the speed of sound of the system
renormalizes due to the 1/r corrections. As a consequence,
the functionq(E) is proportional toE1/2;p at the maximum
of the function ofp, SE(p,E), and the width of the peak of
the SE(p,E) will scale like pd12. It is then easy to check
@see~8!# that in frequency space the width of the spectral line
will scale like

G}pd11, ~39!

as one would expect from Rayleigh scattering consider-
ations. The result~39! for the asymptotic regimep!1 has
been found at the one loop level. In order to predict correctly
the spectral properties at very low external momentump, it
turns out that one must study the behavior of the two-loop
contribution, as we shall see in the next section. Neverthe-
less, the one-loop result is already a good starting point to
perform detailed comparisons with the numerical simula-
tions. To this end it will be useful in the following to intro-
duce a concrete example with a specific choice of the func-
tion f (x), allowing a complete analytical computation.

1. The Gaussian case

Our choice for the functionf shall be the following:

f ~x!5e2 ~x2/2s2!, ~40!

f̃ ~p!5~2ps2!d/2e2s2 ~p2/2!. ~41!

The parameters sets our length scale, and for phenomeno-
logical purposes might be identified with the inverse of the
first maximum of the static structure factor. With this choice,
we have

emax[ lim
q→`

e~q!5r~2ps2!d/2,

e~q!5emax~12e2s2 ~q2/2!!, ~42!

q~e!5
1

s
A2 ln

emax

emax2e
.

It is then straightforward to obtain in three dimensions

S1~p,z!5A2s2

p E
0

emax
de

G~q~e!,p!

z2e
,

~43!

G~q,p!5qe2s2 ~q2/2!F11e2s2p2 sh~2s2pq!

2s2pq

22e2s2 ~p2/2!
sh~s2pq!

s2pq
G .

Therefore, settingz5E1 i01, we find

ReS1~p,E1 i01!5A2s2

p
PE

0

emax
de

G~q~e!,p!

E2e
, ~44!

Im S1~p,E1 i01!52A2ps2G~q~E!,p!. ~45!

One can easily check that the imaginary part of the self-
energy on the peak is of orderpd12, as previously an-
nounced.

Turning now to the density of states, using Eq.~12!, Eqs.
~44! and ~45!, simplify now to

ReS1~`,E1 i01!5A2s2

p
PE

0

emax
de

q~e!e2s2q(e)2/2

E2e
,

~46!

Im S1~`,E1 i01!52A2ps2q~E!e2s2q2(E)/2. ~47!

The zeroth order approximation,gE(E)5d(E2emax), Eq.
~27!, is largely modified at one loop. The imaginary part of
the self-energy vanishes at 0 andemax since bothG(q(0),p)
andG(q(emax),p) are zero. The zeroth order delta function is
moved to a valueE* which verifies the relation44

E* 5emax1ReS1~`,E* !, ~48!

and the density of states at this order is

gE~E!5A2s2

p

q~E!e2s2q(E)2/2

~E2S1~`,E!!21q~E!2e2s2q(E)2 ,

~49!
0<E<emax,

gE~E!5
1

u d@ReS1~`,E!#/dE uE5E* u
d~E2E* !,

~50!
E.emax.

C. Two loops

The order 1/r2 arises from includingI R22
(R) (p) on the

geometric series for the resolvent. The particle label repeti-
tions can basically arise in four ways, that we schematically
depict as

•••1•••2•••2•••1••• , ~51!

•••1•••2•••1•••2••• , ~52!

•••1•••1•••1••• , ~53!

•••1•••1•••2•••2••• , ~54!
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The repetitions depicted in~51! and~52! are genuine contri-
butions to the self-energy. The repetitions~54! are contribu-
tions to the Dyson resumation ofS1 @the G0

3(p,z)S1
2(p,z)

term in Eq.~31!#, while the repetitions~53! contribute both
to S2 and toG0

3(p,z)S1
2(p,z).

In the Appendix we list all the two-loops terms giving
the contribution to the self-energyS2 . Because of the com-
plexity of the result, we shall focus hereafter only onto the
low momentum regime. Forp50, there is a cancellation
among all the various diagrams and the self-energy vanishes
as it should. The leading contribution to the imaginary part
of the self-energy scales as

Im S2~p,E!5Cp2qd22~E!. ~55!

In the low energy, low momentum region, close to the peak
p;E1/2 of the structure factor, it becomes

S2}p2E(d22)/2}pd. ~56!

Consequently, for small values of the external momentump,
the contribution to the width arising from the 1/r2 order is
much broader than the contribution from the 1/r order. In the
frequency domain, the expression~56! gives indeed the
broadening

G}pd21, ~57!

i.e., p2 in the three dimensional case, very different from the
result ~39!.

Putting all together, our final expression for the imagi-
nary part of the self-energy in the low momentum regime,
for a function f (r )5 f̂ (r /s), is up to second order:

Im S5r f̃ ~0!F 1

rsd
~ps!d12A11S 1

rsdD 2

~ps!dA2G ,

~58!

where the coefficientsA1 and A2 are pure numbersO(1)
which can be determined after choosing the adimensional
function f (x) ~the Gaussian case will be studied in the next
section!. From the qualitative point of view it is worthwhile
to note that~58! describes the most general case. It is quite
easy to realize that even considering other multiloops terms,
for a small momentum, the leading order term would be of
the form ~57!.

Let us note that the parameter of such expansions is
actually the inverse of the number of particlesNR[rsd,
lying inside a cube whose dimensions are given by the range
of the interaction. Let us picture the whole scenario as it
emerges from two-loops computation.

As a very general feature of topologically disordered
systems, we obtain the broadening}pd21 of the resonance
peak of theS(p,v) at low enough momentump, where the
two-loop contributions is dominant. Because of thepd21 be-
havior, topologically disordered systems spread the energy
of an incoming plane wave on a wider range of frequencies
than nontopologically disordered systems. This is a quantita-
tive characterization of the intuitive impression that they are
‘‘more disordered.’’ However, this feature is rather subtle
and only appears when the contributions}1/NR

2 to the self-
energy are considered.

At very high densities there exists a characteristic value
pc where there is a crossover from thepd21 regime to the
}pd11 regime. From~58! the crossover momentum is easily
found:

~s pc!
25

A2

A1

1

rs3
}

1

NR
. ~59!

For p.pc the one-loop term mainly contributes and the
broadening is controlled byS1 . In this regime, the
asymptotic result~39! has to be taken with a lot of care. In
fact it is supposed to be correct only forsp!1, a regime
which basically is dominated by the two-loops contributions.
If spc is not small enough to be still in the same regime we
are no longer legitimate to assume that~39! gives the correct
results and we have to consider the full one-loop result~32!.

III. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The dynamical structure factorSE(q,E) can be numeri-
cally computed. Its definition, Eq.~6!, implies that it is a
well-normalized distribution function

SE~p,E!>0, E
2`

`

dE SE~p,E!51. ~60!

The moments of this distribution function can be calculated
in terms of the powers of the matrixM defined in Eq.~5!,

E
2`

`

dE SE~p,E! ER5
1

N (
i , j

eip(xi2xj )~MR! i , j . ~61!

If the function f is non-negative, one can cut the previous
integrals atE50, since the quadratic form associated to the
matrix M is semi–positive–definite:

(
i , j

w iM i , jw i5
1

2 (
i , j

f ~xi2xj !~w i2w j !
2>0. ~62!

Similarly, one can obtain the density of states replacing Eq.
~61! by

E
2`

`

dE gE~E!ER5
1

N (
i , j

v iv j

(kvk
2 ~MR! i , j , ~63!

where thev i are random numbers chosen with uniform prob-
ability between21 and 1, and the overbar now means aver-
age over the particle positionsand the v i . Thus we see that
one can use the method of moments45 complemented with a
truncation procedure.46 Using the Gaussian functionf of Eq.
~40! truncated at fours ’s, we have been able to reconstruct
the SE(p,E) on systems with up to 32 768 (323) particles,
using 100 moments. All the simulations in this paper have
been done generating 10 samples of the disordered configu-
rations: on a box of sideL532s, we place at randomrL3

particles. We apply periodic boundary conditions, the mini-
mum available momentum thus being 2p/32s. Regarding
the choice of the density, let us recall that our natural length
unit is s, that can be considered as the analogous of the
wavelength corresponding to the first maximum of the dy-
namical structure factor. It is therefore clear that the densities
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that correspond with the experimental situation are of the
order of s23. In this paper we have explored the range
0.2s23<r<1s23. In what follows, momentum will be
measured in units ofs21 and density in units ofs23.

The choice of the number of calculated moments is con-
ditioned by two conflicting goals. On the one hand, the ir-
regularities on the reconstructed probability distribution
grows significantly with the number of calculated momenta,
which is due either to the statistical fluctuations on the finite
number of generated samples, or to round-off errors on the
Lanczos recursion. On the other hand, using a too small
number of moments can smooth-out real features of the
curves. As a rule we show the curve reconstructed with the
minimum number of moments for which the width of the
SE(p,E) is stable. We should emphasize that the moments
method is a statistical one. With a finite number of particles,
there are onlyrL3 available eigenvalues. If the number of
eigenvalues around the maximum of theSE(p,E) is small,
the method of moments does not yield meaningful results.
Moreover, since theSE(p,E) is a statistical quantity itself,
meaningful results cannot be obtained even with a full diago-
nalization of the matrixM. In order to get a feeling on what
difficulties might be encountered, it is useful to calculate the
first and second moments of theS(p,E):

E
2`

`

dE SE~p,E!E5e~p!, ~64!

E
2`

`

dE SE~p,E!E25e~p!21
2r

~2p!dE dk f̃~k!

3@ f̃ ~k!2 f̃ ~p2k!#. ~65!

It is clear in what sense in ther→` limit the SE(p,E)
becomes a Dirac delta: its mean value,e(p), grows liker,
while its variance only grows likeAr. In particular, one can
take thep→` limit in the above equations, and see what
happens with the density of available eigenvalues. For the
model described in Eq.~40!, one obtains

E
0

`

dE gE~E!E5r~2ps2!3/2, ~66!

E
0

`

dE gE~E!E25r2~2ps2!312r~ps2!3/2. ~67!

The above results are rather discouraging, because one im-
mediately observes that at fixedp, the larger isr, the lesser
states are arounde(p). Figure 1 may help in clarifying this
point.

The statistical sampling improves significantly with de-
creasing densities, where however our analytical calculation
is less likely to work. In practice, the above considerations
imply that the smaller isr, the smaller is the minimum mo-
mentum for which theSE(p,E) can be safely estimated on a
finite box.

As a first comparison between the analytical and the nu-
merical computations, in Fig.~2! we show the DOS obtained
numerically and the~continuous part! of the DOS at a one-
loop level as obtained by means of Eq.~50! ~neglecting the
contribution of the delta function!. As it has been already

pointed out in Ref. 37, the high density expansion is not
really suitable to describe the DOS in the neighborhood of
the maximum. In fact, we have shown that at one loop the
zeroth order delta function splits from the continuous part of
the DOS, carrying still a finite weight. Furthermore the con-
tinuous part~50! is defined only forE,emax; in order to
correctly compute the density of states in this region we need
at least a partial resummation of the higher orders in ther1

expansion, in the same way that it was done in Ref. 37 for
nontranslational invariant potentials. This task is not out of
reach, however, it goes beyond the scope of this paper. Be-
cause of this limitation, here only the low eigenvalues region
of the spectrum can be safely compared. We see that the
numerical curve obtained with a large number of moments is
badly oscillating, because the single delta functions which
form the spectrum of a finite matrix are correctly reproduced

FIG. 1. Density of states at densitiesr51 and 0.2. They have been obtained
computing numerically 10 moments~see text!. TheX axis has been rescaled
by emax, and theY axis has been also rescaled in order to have unit area
under the curves.

FIG. 2. Numerical DOS compared with the analytical prediction at one-loop
level ~neglecting the contribution of the delta function!. The upper figure
shows the comparison on the whole range of eigenvalues, and in the theo-
retical curve we have not drawn the delta function. The lower figure focuses
onto the low eigenvalues part of the spectrum, showing the dependence of
the numerical data with the number of moments.
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by the method of moments. If we consider the curve obtained
considering only 10 moments instead, there is a smoothing
of the previous curves and we see that it is in very nice
agreement with the one-loop computation.

Let us turn to the comparison of the dynamical structure
factor. One would like to check whether all the scaling re-
gimes identified in Sec. II C really hold. One should there-
fore know at which value of the exchanged momentum the
one-loop result will start to be dominating. The two coeffi-
cients of Eq.~58!, for the Gaussian choice~40!, in the 3D
case turn out to be

A157/12V3 , ~68!

A2'1.25V3
2 ~69!

with

V35E dV3

~2p!3
. ~70!

The crossover momentum can then be estimated to be 0.31/s
for r51s23 and 0.71/s for r50.2s23. In a box of sizeL
532s the first available momentum is;0.19/s, but unfor-
tunately this is not the first momentum for which one can
reconstruct accurately theSE(p,E). Therefore, we should
expect that our data can be accurately described using only
the full one-loop expressions. Of course, one could try to
compare with still lower densities, but this would be both
risky ~ours is a 1/r expansion! and unphysical~glasses have
densities of order one, if measured in the natural length units
of their interaction potentials!.

The first comparison is for the densityr51. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, for a box with 323 particles, when the
position of the peak is atEpeak,122 there are too few states
and the numerical results have no statistical significance.
Hence, the lowest value of the external momentum which is
possible to compare safely with the theory turns out to be
p50.95/s ~i.e., n55). The corresponding results are dis-
played in Fig. 3. We can see that forn55,7 the one-loop
computation is in very good agreement with the numerical

data. When the momentum is too large (n59,11 in the fig-
ure!, Epeak becomes comparable toemax and the agreement
can no longer be so good. The analytical curve indeed is
defined only up toemax ~at all orders in perturbation theory!
and the tail which follows the peak cannot be reproduced by
the theory without further developments.

The next comparison is at densityr50.2. Even if one
might expect that this density is too low for the 1/r expan-
sion to be accurate, the one-loop computation still describes
quite well the numerical curves, up to the region whereEpeak

and emax become comparable. One is tempted to conclude
that the difference in Fig. 4 between theory and numerics for
the curves which are not strongly affected by the tail effect
(n54,6) are due mainly to the following terms of the series
in the 1/r expansion. In particular, the correction of the
broadening is of order;10% while the position of the peak
seems to be less affected by higher order corrections, espe-
cially for the n54 curve.

As we have pointed out in the introduction, a controver-
sial point is the existence of a scaling law for the broadening
of the spectral peak with respect top, in the range of mo-
menta explored by x-rays scattering experiments. On the
other hand, there is a general agreement on the existence of
the dispersion law for the peak position of the kindEpeak

}p2 (vpeak}p), up to momenta where the corresponding
wavelength is comparable with the mean separation of the
particles, which enable us to identify the peak as an acoustic
one. Having shown that our numerical data are reasonably
described by the one-loop computation, let us see what are
the predictions for these spectral features at this level of ac-
curacy. In Fig. 5 we plot the real and the imaginary part of
S1 at the pointEpeak, obtained by means of~44! and~45! as
functions ofp, for the densityr51.

The real part follows the dispersion law}p2 up to mo-
mentum of order 1/s, and no significant dependence on the
density is observed while that scaling law still holds, see
Eqs.~37! and~38!. For the imaginary part, we already know
from the asymptotic analysis of thep→0 regime, that the
one-loop low momentum behavior isp5 (p4 in the frequency

FIG. 3. Dynamical structure factors at densityr51, the momentum is given
by p50.19n/s, with n55,7,9,11. The numerical curves are obtained with
30 moments.

FIG. 4. Dynamical structure factors at densityr50.2, the momentum is
given byp50.19n/s, with n54,6,8,10. The numerical curves are obtained
with 10 moments.
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domain!, however the range of momenta which are studied
by numerical simulations~and by IXS experiments! surely
are not in that asymptotic regime. The figure shows clearly
that the lowest momentum that we are able to numerically
study is already in a region where that scaling law does not
hold anymore. As a matter of fact, the embarrassing conclu-
sion is reached that the scaling of the width of the dynamical
structure factor at one loop~which coincides with the nu-
merical simulation! could mimic ap2 behavior if the range
of momenta which is studied is not wide enough.

IV. ABOUT PARTICLE CORRELATIONS

The formula~17! is a good starting point to speculate
about the possibility of extending our computation to the
case where the particles are not chosen with a random dis-
tribution but, for example, with the equilibrium Gibbs distri-
bution. In that case, the average on the position of the par-
ticles is made using20

1

VR11 E )
i

R11

ddxi g(R11)~x1 • • • xR11!, ~71!

where g(R11) is the R11-points correlation function. Al-
though the computation using the full correlation function
would be exceedingly difficult, some progress can be made
by using the so-called superposition approximation:

g~x1 • • • xR11!5g~x12x2!g~x22x3! • • • g~xR2xR11!,
~72!

where the pair correlation function is used to take into ac-
count the correlation of the position of the particles. The
superposition approximation has been probed to be reason-
ably correct in describing the high order static correlation
functions of the supercooled liquids, both in the computation
of the coupling coefficients in the mode coupling theory27

and in the computation of the vibrational entropy.47,48

It is not difficult to see that, to the lowest order in 1/r,
the superposition approximation can be embedded in our cal-
culation if we make the substitution

f ~r !→g~r ! f ~r !. ~73!

This is rather important, because, for typical applications, the
function f being badly divergent at low distances, does not
have a Fourier transform. On the other hand, the function
g(r ) typically tends to zero at the origin exponentially, thus
taking care of the algebraic divergence off (r ).

However, the substitution~73! cannot be blindly applied
to the calculation of the 1/r corrections. Let us consider for
instance the second moment~65!, that in the correlated case
yield @let F be the Fourier transform off (r )g(r )]

ê~p!5rF~0!2rF~p!, ~74!

M2~p!5@ ê~p!#212rE dx g~x! f 2~x!~12eipx! ~75!

while the substitution~73! would have produced a factor
g2(x) f 2(x) in the above integral. A little thought reveals
that, for the 1/r calculation reported in Eq.~28!, this problem
will arise whenever there is a string of only diagonal terms
@dki ,ki 11

f (xki
2xzi

)# between the two repeated particle la-
bels. The diagonal terms are simply@rF(0)#b/zb11 that add
up to

1

z2rF~0!
.

Therefore, we conclude that the self-energy at order 1/r in
the superposition approximation is

S1~p,z!5
1

rE dq

~2p!D
@rF~p2q!2rF~q!#2

3S 1

z2 ê~q!
2

1

z2rF~0!D
12rE dx g~x! f 2~x!

~12eipx!

z2rF~0!
. ~76!

It is clear that none of the two new terms contribute to the
imaginary part close toê(p), and therefore our discussion of
the broadening of the spectral line, at this order of the 1/r
expansion is basically unchanged. One could similarly dis-
cuss the peculiarities of the 1/r2 term, but this is left for
future work. However, the single term

2rE dx g~x! f 2~x!
~12eipx!

z2rF~0!
, ~77!

points to the possibility of a qualitatively new behavior. In-
deed, this term is the first of a full category, in which the
repeated particle labels always correspond to thesame pair
of particles, separated by a string of diagonal terms. It is not
hard to show that the contribution to the self-energy of this
family of terms is

FIG. 5. The real and the imaginary part of the self-energy computed at
Epeak, for densityr51. The open circles are the numerical results, which
cannot be extended safely at lowest momenta. Full circles are the results of
the exact one-loop computation. The squares contain the exact one-loop
computation corrected by the smallp expansion of the two-loop result.
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r

2 (
n51

` E dx g~x!~12eipx!
@2 f ~x!#n11

@z2rF~0!#n

52rE dx g~x! f 2~x!
~12eipx!

z2rF~0!22 f ~x!
. ~78!

This result implies that when the functionf (x) diverge at
small distance, the density of state will have a tail to infinity,
exponentially suppressed by theg(x) function. This expo-
nential tail is of a different origin from the instantonic con-
tribution recently calculated in Ref. 49. Indeed the instan-
tonic exponential tail arises also for a fully regularf (x), due
to anomalously dense regions.

V. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOKS

The aim of this work was to study the spectral properties
of Euclidean random matrices using an expansion on the
inverse particle density number. That approach is supposed
to describe correctly topologically disordered systems, in the
context of the instantaneous normal modes approach to their
high-frequency dynamics. In particular, we have performed a
two-loop computation of the dynamical structure factor,
where the expansion parameter is the inverse of the density
of particles. The results have been analytically studied in the
low momentum regime, where the disorder reveals itself by
the broadening of the resonance peak. The width of that
spectral line has been computed up to order 1/NR

2 , whereNR

is the number of particles which effectively interact with a
given particle. The behavior of the widthG in the frequency
domain, as function of the momentump has been shown to
follow a quite complicated law. When the exchanged mo-
mentum,p, is quite smaller that the inverse wavelength of
the first maximum of the static structure factor, the width of
the spectral line followsG}p2. This seems to be an intrinsic
difference between topologically ordered and topologically
disordered random systems, the Rayleighp4 scaling being
always found for the former. At a momentum depending on
the particle density and the details of the potential, the 1/NR

contribution to the self-energy becomes dominant, and thep4

scaling appears. Finally, when the exchanged momentum is
of the order of the inverse wavelength of the first maximum
of the static structure factor, the dynamical structure factor
starts its collapse onto the density of states. The width of the
spectral line cannot grow at such a violent pace asp4, and if
a not too large momentum range is explored, it can certainly
mimic ap2 scaling. It is possible that thep2 scaling found in
the IXS experiments correspond to the later transient behav-
ior. Nevertheless, it would be very interesting to explore ex-
perimentally a wider range of exchanged momentum~maybe
combining several scattering probes!, in order to test this
scaling picture with three separated regimes.

It would also be very useful to compare the predictions
of this computation with the ones which have been obtained
in the framework of the mode coupling approximation.27

There, an hard sphere system is investigated and ap2 law is
obtained only for very low values of the frequency of the
peak, which at the moment are not accessible to the experi-
ments, while a crossover to a quite different behavior is
present when the external momentum moves to higher val-

ues, comparable with the ones explored by the IXS experi-
ments. Even in that computation no clear scaling law actu-
ally emerges and qualitatively that scenario is quite similar to
the one emerging from our approach. A quantitative com-
parison though, is not straightforward because our analytic
computation does not concern any particular model of topo-
logically disordered system, the choice~40! being quite ge-
neric in order to understand which are the main features
which determine the particular kind of broadening of the
resonance peak.

The main point, however, is the reliability of our com-
putation in understanding the experimental findings and, pos-
sibly, in predicting features not yet observed. Apparently, if
one wants to apply the computation presented here to the
study of the spectral properties of realistic systems, such as
silica or fragile glasses, one faces the following limitations.

The computation has been explicitly performed in the
case where particles are uncorrelated which is deeply differ-
ent from the situation found in glasses and supercooled liq-
uids.

The values of the coefficientsA1 andA2 in ~58! seems to
depend very badly on the choice of the interactionf (r )
hence at this level is quite unclear the generality of the pre-
dictions that one could obtain. From~59! before performing
the appropriate computations for a given system.

However, in Sec. IV it has been shown that the correla-
tions between the particles can be at least partially taken into
account by performing the transformation~73!, which
amounts todressthe bare interactionf (r ) between two par-
ticles at a given distancer, with the probability, given by the
static structure factorg(r ) of the real system to be studied, to
find them at that distancer. Furthermore this procedure cor-
responds to the well-known superposition approximation of
the correlation functions of the theory of liquids, a kind of
approximation that has been largely exploited previously in
different analytical approaches to the study of the glassy
phase. More interestingly, the superposition approximation
makes even the latter limitation less severe. As a matter of
fact the Gaussian choice~40! must not mimic the bare inter-
action f (r ), that would be a hopeless task, but the function
f (r )g(r ) which sounds more feasible. We have also shown
how the terms for which the substitutionf (r )→ f (r )g(r )
cannot be made, give rise to an exponential tail of the density
of states, of noninstantonic ~see Ref. 49! origin. More in
detail, by considering only the bare interaction one should
take

f ~r !5
d2V~r !

dr2
, ~79!

whereV(r ) is the pair potential of the particles, which typi-
cally has a strong repulsive barrier atr→0, missing in the
Gaussian choice. The static structure factorg(r ), on the
other hand, is ;e2bV(r ) at r→0, hence the function
f (r )g(r ) is typically formed by a single peak in the position
r 0 , where the static structure factor has its maximum, is not
singular atr→0 and it does have a finite Fourier transform
looking quite similar to~41!. As a first approximation, the
above argument yieldss;r 0 , i.e., a few Ångstrom for real-
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istic systems, implying that x-ray experiments surely cannot
explore the low momentum region but they can observe the
region ps.0.2– 0.3, which is roughly the same region as
that investigated in the numerical simulations.

Hence we expect that the computation we have pre-
sented here, if suitably modified for including the details of
the system under study, will allow to compute the dynamical
structure factor of structural glasses and supercooled liquids.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we shall show the two-loops integrals
and the corresponding diagrams arising from the 1/r expan-
sion of the resolvent to order 1/r2. It turns out to be useful to
express the integrals in terms of the propagatorsr f̃ (q) and
Gs(q), where

Gs~q![a2S G0~q!2
1

aD .

4

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!r f̃ ~q2k!,

2

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!~r f̃ ~q2k!!2,

2

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2r f̃ ~q2k!,

2

a6E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2~r f̃ ~q2k!!2.

4

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~p2q2k!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!r f̃ ~p2k!,

4

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~p2q2k!Gs~k!r f̃ ~q!~r f̃ ~p2k!!2,

1

a6E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~p2q2k!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2

3~r f̃ ~p2k!!2,

1

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!r f̃ ~p2k!r f̃ ~p2q2k!.

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!r f̃ ~p2q2k!r f̃ ~k!r f̃ ~p2q!,

10

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!r f̃ ~q2k!,

6

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!~r f̃ ~q2k!!2,

6

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2r f̃ ~k!~q2k!,

4

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2~r f̃ ~p2k!!2,

4

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!Gs~p2q2k!r f̃ ~p2q!,
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2

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~p2q2k!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2.

1

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2,

1

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!,

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~q2k!r f̃ ~k!,

1

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~q2k!~r f̃ ~k!!2.

2

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!r f̃ ~p2q!~r f̃ ~k!!2,

1

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2~r f̃ ~k!!2,

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!,

1

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs

2~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2.

1

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!r f̃ ~p2k!,

2

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!~r f̃ ~p2k!!2,

1

a5E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2~r f̃ ~p2k!!2.

1

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!Gs~p2q2k!,

3

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!r f̃ ~k!r f̃ ~p2q2k!,

4

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2r f̃ ~p-q2k!,

2

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2~r f̃ ~p2q2k!!2.

3

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~q2k!r f̃ ~k!,

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~q2k!~r f̃ ~k!!2,
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1

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
r f̃ ~q!r f̃ ~k!r f̃ ~q2k!.

2

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!r f̃ ~p2q!,

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!Gs~k!~r f̃ ~p2q!!2,

4

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2r f̃ ~p2q!,

4

a4E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2~r f̃ ~p2q!!2,

1

a2E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
Gs~q!~r f̃ ~k!!2,

2

a3E ddq ddk

~2p!2d
~r f̃ ~q!!2~r f̃ ~k!!2.
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